A set B is called EXPSPACE-avoiding, if every subset of B in EXPSPACE is sparse. Sparse sets and sets of high information density (called HIGH sets in 5]) are shown to be EXPSPACE-avoiding. Investigating the complexity of sets A in EXPSPACE that honestly reduce to EXPSPACE-avoiding sets, we show that if the reducibility used has a property, called range-constructibility, then A must also reduce to a sparse set under the same reducibility.
Introduction
The study of reductions to low information content sets has received much attention in structural complexity theory research in recent years. There is a series of results showing that complexity classes containing intractable problems cannot be reduced to sets of low information content unless there is an unlikely collapse of complexity classes. The class of sparse sets 8, 10, 11] is an example of a well-studied class of low information content sets. A research trend is to identify di erent classes of low information content sets, and to study the consequences of the existence of hard sets of low information content for intractable complexity classes under di erent kinds of reducibilities.
truth-table reducible to some sparse set (it is shown in 5] that this even holds for O(log n)-truth-table reducibilities). The reason for considering the class ESPACE is that most intractable complexity classes of interest like NP, PSPACE etc. are contained in ESPACE, and HIGH itself is de ned using exponential space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. Consequently, if an NP-complete set, say SAT, bounded truth-table reduces to a set in HIGH, then SAT bounded truth-table reduces to a sparse set, and by 11] it follows that P=NP. This and similar consequences for other complexity classes (e.g. PSPACE and PP) are derived in 5] .
In this paper, we address the following question: are there further polynomial time reducibilities such that every set in ESPACE that is reducible to a set in HIGH is actually reducible to some sparse set?
The answer we provide to the above question is based on the following observation which is easy to prove (see Theorem 3. In this context, the i-th query y i , 1 i k(x), computed by f(x) is also denoted by f(x; i). We call f a bounded Hausdor reduction (A p bhd B) if the number k(x) of queries produced by f on x is bounded by a constant for all x. Here, the string w is chosen uniformly at random from the set q(jxj) . For every n, let A n be the subset fx j 9k n ? jxj ? 1; x10 k 2 Cg of A n , and let v n be the length 2 n+1 ? 1 ? jA n j substring of A n obtained by deleting all 1's of A n which correspond to some x 2 A n . Since C is nonsparse, it follows that for all polynomials q there exist in nitely many n such that jA n j > q(n). Then it is clear that the following algorithm outputs A n and can be implemented in space 2 O(n) .
(" denotes the empty string.) input v n 10 n i := 0; for x := " to 1 n (in lexicographic order) do if x 2 A n then output 1 else i := i + 1; output the i-th bit of v n Since jv n 10 n j = 2 n+1 ?jA n j+n, it follows that there is a constant c such that A n 2 KS 2 n+1 ?q(n);2 cn ] for every polynomial q and in nitely many n, contradicting the fact that A 2 HIGH.
It can be similarly shown that if pad (A) is in EA then also A is in EA.
Range-constructible reducibilities and collapse implications
We rst formally de ne the notion of range-constructibility.
De nition 4.1 A reducibility is range-constructible if for all sets A; B such
that A B, there is an EXPSPACE oracle transducer which on input 0 n and with oracle A n outputs a subset B n of B to which A correctly reduces via the given reduction for all inputs of length up to n. Using this de nition the proof of the following theorem is straightforward.
Theorem 4.2 Every set A in EXPSPACE which honestly reduces to a set B in EA
via a range-constructible reducibility also reduces via the same type of reducibility to a sparse set.
Proof. Let p be the polynomial witnessing the honesty of the reduction from A to B, i.e. each query y on input x ful lls p(jyj) jxj. According to the de nition of range-constructibility, let B n be the set produced by the EXPSPACE oracle transducer on input 0 n with oracle A n . At rst we de ne (for every n) a subset of B n to which A correctly reduces via the given reduction for all inputs of length exactly n. Since the reduction is honest, B 0 n = fy j y 2 B n^p (jyj) ng has this property. Thus it is straightforward to see that by replacing in the reduction from A to B on input x each query y by the query y10 jxj , we obtain a reduction from A toB = fy10 n j y 2 B 0 n g. We will show now thatB is sparse. Since A is in EXPSPACE, it follows that the set B 0 = S n 0 B 0 n also is in EXPSPACE. Since Let p be a polynomial bounding the length of the queries produced by the composition of f and M. Observe that C n p(n) , implying that the algorithm terminates. Moreover, since jC n j = 2 O(n) the algorithm stops after 2 O(n) steps. Finally, it is clear from the de nition of the algorithm that A reduces to C n via f and M for all instances x 2 n .
It follows that the many-one ( p m ), conjunctive ( p c ), (bounded) Hausdor , and the composition of the (bounded) Hausdor and conjunctive reducibilities are also range-constructible, because they are special cases of the reducibilities considered in Theorem 4.4. As a consequence of Theorem 4.2 and the above range-constructibility results we obtain the following theorem. Theorem 4.5 Let A be in EXPSPACE and let be one of the following reducibility types:
conjunctive, co-rp many-one, co-np many one, or the composition of the (bounded) Hausdor reducibility with one of these reducibilities. Then, the following conditions are equivalent: i) A is honestly reducible to some set in EA ii) A 2 R (SPARSE), iii) A 2 R (HIGH). Proof. The implication i) ! ii) directly follows from Corollary 4.2 and from the range-constructibility of the considered reducibilities. To show ii) ! iii), observe that R (SPARSE) = R (T ALLY) follows from SPARSE R p c (T ALLY) 7] and the fact that R (R p c (C)) = R (C) for all the reducibilities considered here.
Since for every tally set T there exists a set B in HIGH such that T = 0 \ B, it follows that R (SPARSE) R (HIGH). Finally, consider A 2 EXPSPACE which reduces to a set B 2 HIGH. Then A also honestly reduces to the set pad (B) which is in EA by Theorem 3.2. This shows iii) ! i).
We now have the corollary of collapse consequences. Corollary 4.6 1. Let C be any complexity class from fUP;NP;C = P; PPg. If C R p bhd (R p c (HIGH)), then C = P. 2. Let C be any of the complexity classes from fUP;NP;C = P; PPg. If C R p d (HIGH), then C = P. 3. For C 2 fNP;PSPACEg, if C R p hd (R p c (HIGH)), then C is low for p 2 .
4. If NP is contained in R p bhd (R co-rp m (HIGH)), then NP = RP.
Proof. The rst part is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.5 and the result that C R p bhd (R p c (SPARSE)) implies C = P for any of the above complexity classes 2].
The second part follows from the rst since R p d (HIGH) R p bhd (R p c (HIGH)). The third holds since the existence of a sparse hard set for NP (or PSPACE) with respect to the composed Hausdor and conjunctive reducibility implies the collapse of the polynomial time hierarchy to p 2 (respectively, PSPACE = p 2 ) 3]. The fourth part follows from the result that NP is not contained in R p bhd (R co-rp m (SPARSE)) unless NP = RP (cf. 2]).
It is easy to see from Theorem 4.5, that the above corollary also holds for honest reductions to EA sets for the considered reducibilities.
